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Select Committee into the Operations of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
Western Australia (Inc) — Report — “Select Committee into the Operations of the Royal Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Western Australia (Inc)” — Motion 

Resumed from 12 October on the following motion moved by Hon Sue Ellery (Leader of the Opposition) — 

That the report be noted. 

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: As members know, I was a member of the Select Committee into the Operations of 
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Western Australia (Inc) and participated in the 
development of the minority recommendations contained in this report. Both the majority and minority reports 
are considerable bodies of work that have been debated over many weeks in this chamber. Much time has passed 
since the inquiry began and concluded and since we began noting this report. We now approach a state election, 
and the RSPCA, which is the subject of this report, met with me this week—I know it will meet with other 
members—to discuss the future and what will happen in, hopefully, the next term of government. I will use the 
information that the RSPCA gave me to reflect on the report before us and test, really, whether the good work of 
the committee has been taken up by the RSPCA, and whether we are on track to improve animal welfare 
outcomes in Western Australia. 

Chapter 8 of the report identifies further issues, given the potpourri of issues identified after we gathered them all 
up and put them into specific categories in previous chapters. This chapter looks at a variety of issues. It does not 
indicate the significance of those issues—just that they did not fit tidily into the previous chapters. One of the 
issues we highlight first in chapter 8 is the need for better support for animal welfare in the regional areas. 
Paragraph 8.2 states — 

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, identified regional Western Australia as an area of unmet 
need in terms of animal welfare. … 

there are significant demands and calls for further inspectorate coverage from particularly 
regional Western Australia. 

Further on there is some evidence from Chief Inspector Amanda Swift, who agreed with that and basically 
identified everything from Geraldton upwards as an area of unmet need. 

We invited the RSPCA to provide information subsequent to the hearing that might give us a clearer picture of 
the unmet need. The RSPCA identified that more research is needed, and I hope the future aims of this and the 
next government are to follow that suggestion up and conduct a study on the unmet need. Some of the issues 
identified by the RSPCA were: unwanted, neglected and abandoned dogs; deliberate cruelty and neglect of 
companion animals, particularly in regional WA; inhumane and ineffective feral and pest management; welfare 
issues within intensive animal production systems; wildlife care and protection; and welfare issues relating to 
animals used in recreation, sport and entertainment. Anybody who reads the newspaper knows that over the last 
several months every single one of those has been a hot issue in Western Australia. We have been debating for 
several months now whether the greyhound racing industry can be conducted humanely; much has been said 
about whether we need to ban the racing industry or whether it can be conducted humanely. Looking at intensive 
animal production systems, there could be no hotter issue than free-range eggs and whether 20 000 is an 
adequate number of hens over a hectare for what consumers perceive to be free range. Wildlife care and 
protection is constantly in the news, particularly the kangaroos up at Yanchep that are being forced out of their 
natural territory because of encroaching and increasing urbanisation in Yanchep, right near the national park. 
There is a major road there, and kangaroos are often reported in the news, and seen, as being hit by cars because 
they are being pushed out of their safe areas where they have found a nice pasture to exist. 

As to unwanted and neglected abandoned dogs, only last week—I think it might have even been this week—
a young woman was charged with cruelty after a houseful of dogs was found abandoned—many later died. The 
woman was not jailed, and it has been controversial that the terrible impact of her neglect did not lead to a jail 
sentence in that case. That highlights the problems we have with adequately prosecuting animal cruelty cases. 
The RSPCA is exactly on the money when it talks about the contemporary issues for Western Australia; they 
continue to exist and are articulated in this report. 

We have had a couple of debates about the way forward. Members would know that I am an advocate for an 
independent animal welfare office. It would be separate from the interests of the agriculture department, where 
the Animal Welfare Act currently sits. An independent animal welfare office would be well resourced and it 
would be independent of any commercial interests to be able to look after the interests of animals. 

In the lead-up to the next state election, the RSPCA has chosen five priority areas in which it believes there can 
be tremendous improvements in animal welfare if the parties jockeying for position in the next government take 
them on board. I note that the RSPCA report also reminds us that the RSPCA dealt with 6 472 animal cruelty 
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complaints. The RSPCA knows its business. It deals with these every day and I think we should listen to it when 
it calls for five areas of action for animal welfare. 

Currently, the RSPCA has seven animal welfare offices in the metro area and four in the regional areas of 
Geraldton, Kalgoorlie, Albany and Bunbury. It has called for the further expansion of regional offices and notes 
that the RSPCA is a very successful model that has worked in partnership with local governments, schools and 
community groups in these areas to deliver better education on animal welfare as well as the enforcement and 
monitoring of animal welfare. The select committee’s report acknowledged that the state gets very good value 
for money for the $500 000 a year that is gifted to the RSPCA to assist it in conducting its duties. The RSPCA 
makes the point that the annual cost to deliver all the services it offers in animal welfare exceeds $3 million. 
Although it delivers a $3 million program, the state is only contributing $500 000 of that. In anybody’s maths, 
that represents really good value for Western Australia. In fact, the community receives a five-time return on the 
savings made by investing in the RSPCA. 

Regional Western Australia does not benefit from this because the regions do not have access to the RSPCA in 
the same way that the metropolitan area and the other four areas that I have identified do. The areas the RSPCA 
would like to expand into include the Kimberley, the Pilbara, the Gascoyne, goldfields–Esperance, the 
great southern and the south west. It is asking for a commitment of an additional $4.8 million over four years for 
six new animal welfare offices. They would be located in those areas that I mentioned. Members can see that 
additional funding would be of tremendous value not only to the state, but also to each of those regions. 

The CHAIR: The question is that the report be noted. Hon Lynn MacLaren. 
Hon LYNN MacLAREN: I note that Hon Ken Baston, a member for Mining and Pastoral Region and who lives 
in that area, also stood to seek the call. I look forward to hearing his remarks when he gets an opportunity to 
make them, hopefully in favour of my suggestion. 
In the time remaining I want to touch on the other four areas that the RSPCA has called for. Area 2 is animal 
care and rehabilitation. It has called for another shelter in the south metropolitan region. I have to support that. 
Not only do I support that because the RSPCA suggested it, but local councils have approached me to say that 
there is a gap in the south metropolitan region for services to treat, rehabilitate and rehome domestic animals. 
Not only that, the RSPCA has identified that there is also a need to rehabilitate wildlife in that area. A place has 
not been chosen, but the RSPCA has suggested that another shelter could be established somewhere in the south 
metropolitan region. It would generate employment for up to 40 full and part-time staff. It would provide pound 
services for local government authorities in the region, and develop and manage a program for approximately 
100 volunteers while delivering engaging and innovative education and prevention programs to schools and 
communities in areas of need. This would be a state-of-the-art pound facility providing service to four local 
government authorities and potentially 400 000 residents. It would provide care and rehabilitation for more than 
2 000 animals a year. The RSPCA asks for $8 million in state government funding, but it would be supported by 
$23 million from the RSPCA. Yet again, it is really demonstrating that a little money goes a long way when it is 
invested in an organisation like the RSPCA. 
Area 3 is addressing puppy farming and irresponsible dog breeding. The RSPCA makes the point that there are 
no enforceable guidelines or codes of practice for keeping a dog in WA, as there are in other states. The RSPCA 
calls for mandatory desexing, compulsory breeder registration and ID and for a stop to puppy farming. 
Irresponsible dog breeding can lead to poor welfare in the breeding of animals and their puppies. It also 
perpetuates the belief that animals can be mistreated and neglected. If we do not value animals appropriately 
when they are brought into the world, we are hardly likely to treat them well throughout their development. The 
RSPCA has a really strong educative function in that. It has a commitment to address puppy farming. It is asking 
the government for its support. One way is to amend the Dog Act. 
Area 4 is delivering leadership and driving innovation in animal welfare. This is really about adopting the codes 
of practice that have already been adopted elsewhere. This came up during the committee inquiry. 
“Australian Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines: Land Transport of Livestock” has not yet been adopted 
by Western Australia. Every other state has adopted those national guidelines but WA is lagging behind. 
Western Australia has some of the longest distances to travel, with the exception of Queensland. 
Western Australia is comparable with Queensland. A lot of land transport of livestock is done. Western Australia 
is shirking its responsibilities nationwide by not adopting these standards. This also came up in the committee’s 
investigations. The RSPCA said that Western Australia should definitely adopt the standards. They are now 
several years old. In 2012, the federal Primary Industries Standing Committee said that they should be adopted. 
The result is the welfare of our livestock is inadequately protected. 
The RSPCA would like to see an effective and representative advisory council that brings together scientific 
experts, industry groups and community interests to promote strategic thinking and collaboration, positioning 
WA as a national leader in the way it respects and cares for animals. I agree that we need an advisory committee, 
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but the question is whether it should be within a ministerial office or an independent office of animal welfare. 
I would advocate for the latter. It is well received that the RSPCA advocates for this beefed-up advisory 
committee. The RSPCA also thinks that the Animal Welfare Act should be reviewed. That was also identified in 
the committee report. We would like to pursue that with earnest during the next term of government. The 
RSPCA made several other specific recommendations about animal welfare standards. I will not go into detail 
now. We have had a bit of debate today on the food industry strategy, but that is something that the RSPCA will 
be pursuing in the next term of government. 
Area 5 is supporting family and domestic violence victims. The RSPCA submission states — 

For many West Australians, a decision to leave their home because of a domestic violence situation 
becomes all the more challenging when family pets are involved. 
Women, children and their much loved pets are trapped in violent households because the practical 
issues around leaving are overwhelming. 
Some refuges have foster care arrangements for some types of pets, especially dogs, but most are not 
able to cater for any type of pet. RSPCA WA Inspectors frequently investigate animal cruelty cases 
linked to family violence and it is clear that a dedicated Pets in Crisis program is needed, aimed at 
providing facilities for the care and rehabilitation of affected animals and a ‘release’ for affected people.  
This initiative would directly support The National Plan to Reduce Violence Against Women and Their 
Children 2010–2022 and the State Government’s Western Australia’s Family and Domestic Violence 
Prevention Strategy to 2022. 

The RSPCA states that this would require a commitment of $100 000 in one-off funding. I questioned that. 
I said, “Are you serious? You can do this for just one grant of $100 000?” I was told that would enable the 
RSPCA to set up a pets-in-crisis support program that would be able to assist up to 30 families a year. 
I do not know how many members have had a briefing on the new family violence restraining orders bill. That 
bill recognises that cruelty to pets is often one of the features of family violence. It is also acknowledged 
nationally as one of the warning signs. That is identified in the legislation that we will be debating. The RSPCA 
is at the forefront and saying it is prepared to help look after the pets of families that are facing domestic 
violence. Sometimes one reason that families stay in a violent situation is that they are worried about the 
violence that the family pet will suffer from the perpetrator. The perpetrators of family violence often use the 
family pet as a way of threatening people. It is great that the RSPCA has put this forward as a safeguard to 
enable people to get out of a violent situation. It also aligns with our other strategies to protect families against 
family violence. 
The report contains some excellent recommendations. Sometimes it is not only the recommendations, but also 
the volume of information that has been collected in a report. Any future government would do well to use this 
report as a guide for delivering better animal welfare outcomes and developing a better relationship with the 
RSPCA WA. I believe that if we can work together, we will achieve much more than we can by working 
separately, or even by trying to challenge each other’s boundaries, if you will. If we can establish strong 
boundaries with the RSPCA, if it continues to report regularly to Parliament, and if it continues to do the 
fabulous work it is doing with prosecutions, we should be able to support it long into the future in any way we 
can, and all Western Australians and their animals will benefit as a result. 

Hon KEN BASTON: I rise to comment on the report of the Select Committee into the Operations of the 
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals WA Inc. This is an excellent report. Prior to this report, 
we had a report from the government titled “Animal Welfare Review: October 2015”. That report, which became 
known as the Easton report, contained 19 recommendations. Four of the recommendations in that report were 
major recommendations. Those recommendation were that the Minister for Agriculture and Food, assisted by the 
Department of Agriculture and Food Western Australia, remain responsible for administering the 
Animal Welfare Act 2002; that a review of the Animal Welfare Act be undertaken; that the director general of 
DAFWA work with stakeholders to develop a strategic plan and overarching policy framework for animal 
welfare under the Animal Welfare Act; and that a ministerial advisory council be established to provide strategic 
and policy advice to the minister on animal welfare matters. The other 15 recommendations of that review were 
also supported by the government. 

Since that time, the government has committed an extra $1.15 million for the appointment of five additional 
inspectors. Those additional inspectors were obviously needed. I take the point that has been made about 
regional areas. However, we tend to forget that every police officer is an inspector. The problem is that the 
police do not have the facilities in which to put animals that have been confiscated or found. 

Hon Lynn MacLaren commented on the amount of money that this government is spending on animal welfare. 
At page 43 of the “Animal Welfare Review” there is a table that lists the animal welfare enforcers in each 
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Australian jurisdiction. It is interesting that in virtually every state jurisdiction, police officers are enforcers. The 
only jurisdiction in which police officers are not enforcers is the Australian Capital Territory. The RSPCA is also 
listed as an enforcer. It is also interesting to look at the amount of funding that the RSPCA received in 2015. In 
New South Wales, the funding was $424 000, plus an extra $75 000; in the Northern Territory, unknown; in 
Queensland, $250 000, for RSPCA inspector salaries and vehicle costs only; in South Australia, $720 000; in 
Tasmania, $400 000; in Victoria, $1 million; and in Western Australia, $500 000. Therefore, considering that 
this government has put in an extra $1 million for inspectors, to say that this government is not spending enough 
money on animal welfare is a bit tough. There is never enough money to go around. 

Regional areas certainly came to my attention when I was Minister for Agriculture and Food with some animal 
cruelty issues with pets that had been thrown against the windows of cars that were passing by. We sent some 
inspectors to that region. We also gave a body up there that looks after animals some $75 000, from memory, 
over three years to help it with an education program. An education program is absolutely paramount. 

I turn now to the report of the select committee, which was tabled on 2 December. I commend the committee on 
this report. Yes, the reporting time for the committee was extended a few times. However, on reading the report, 
I believe it is an excellent report. There is also a minority report, which I have read as well. I have to say that 
I did not see any outstanding things in the minority report that are not picked up in the main report. The minority 
report is just a little more succinct on certain elements. 

I have also looked through the recommendations in the report. The government’s response to the report is very 
good. The report made 26 recommendations. Eight recommendations were supported by the government, 
16 recommendations were noted, and two recommendations were not supported; and, on one recommendation, 
there was no comment. 

This report provides a good ground for looking at animal welfare into the future. Majority recommendation 1 of 
the committee states — 

The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be reviewed to assess if it adequately 
serves its intended purpose. 

The government response states that government has supported all the recommendations of the Easton review 
and has made funding available to implement the recommendations. 

Majority recommendation 2 states — 

The Committee recommends that RSPCA WA continues its education programs … 

That is of paramount importance, and we certainly need to continue to do that in regional areas. 

Majority recommendation 3 states — 

The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be amended to provide for indictable 
aggravated cruelty offences to be prosecuted by the Director of Public Prosecutions. 

The government response states that that is noted and will be considered in the review of the Animal Welfare 
Act. That act will now pass to the now Minister for Agriculture and Food. 

Majority recommendation 4 states — 

The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be amended to include an express 
provision to provide that only the CEO of the Department of Agriculture and Food has the power and 
discretion to appoint all general inspectors. 

That is important. There seems to be confusion about the role of general inspectors, and that is what led to this 
report. 

Majority recommendation 5 states — 

The Committee recommends that details of inspectors appointed under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be 
published in the Western Australian Government Gazette … 

That government response states that that recommendation is noted and will be considered as part of the 
inspector governance framework. 

Majority recommendation 6 states — 

The Committee recommends that all general inspectors appointed under the Animal Welfare Act sign 
their instrument of appointment which must contain the duties, obligations, and conditions of a general 
inspector so as to avoid any doubt as to the nature of the appointment. 
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I think this is really important. The government response states that that is noted and will be considered as part of 
inspector governance framework. Majority recommendation 7 was supported and majority recommendation 8 
was noted. 

Majority recommendation 9 states — 

The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act be amended to clarify the statutory powers 
and limitations of RSPCA WA general inspectors conducting prosecutions under the Act on behalf of 
the Department of Agriculture … 

That was noted and will be considered in the review. Majority recommendation 10 was noted and will be 
considered in the review. 

Majority recommendation 11 states — 

The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture and Food implements an infringement 
notice system for prescribed offences … 

That was noted and will be considered in the review. I think that is another excellent recommendation. 

Majority recommendation 12 was not supported, and reads — 

The committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act be amended to delete the words ‘in relation to 
the provision of care or treatment’ from section 71(1)(b)(i) so that all direction notices are reviewable 
by the Minister to afford procedural fairness to the parties involved. 

I can understand that. Majority recommendation 13 states — 

The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be amended to: 

• insert a clear definition of ‘shelter, care or treatment’ 

• require a general inspector to identify the type of shelter required in any direction notice … 

That, of course, arose out of an issue in Geraldton. It is important that “shelter, care or treatment” is defined. 
Majority recommendation 14 was supported, and states — 

The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture and Food remain responsible for the 
administration of the Animal Welfare Act … 

This is recommended in the Easton review as well. I think that there is an opportunity for local government 
rangers et cetera as inspectors. They should specialise in domestic animals, and commercial animals could 
certainly be under the Department of Agriculture and Food. Majority recommendation 15 states — 

The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture and Food continue to implement its 
conflict of interest management framework. 

That, of course, is supported. Majority recommendation 16 states — 

The Committee recommends that an appropriate benchmark of standardised training be developed for 
general inspectors … 

That is noted and will be considered. I think that is very important. Majority recommendation 17 states — 

The Committee recommends that RSPCA WA publicly confirms that no evidence of live baiting has 
been discovered in Western Australia … 

No comment is made on that. 
Majority recommendation 18 states — 

The Committee recommends that the Minister for Agriculture and Food liaise with the Ministers for 
Health and Mental Health to develop and implement an inter-agency protocol involving RSPCA WA to 
respond to the mental health, social, environmental and animal welfare issues in cases of animal 
hoarding. 

That, of course, is supported. Majority recommendation 19 states — 
The Committee recommends that Recommendation 17 of the Easton Review be adopted. 

That was supported. Majority recommendation 20 states — 
The Committee recommends that the Grant Agreement clearly set out a requirement for a more detailed 
financial report showing budgeted and actual income and expenditure by RSPCA WA. 

That was noted and will be considered in new grant agreement. Majority recommendation 21 states — 
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The Committee recommends that the Grant Agreement project annual report be made public within 
60 days of receipt of the report by the Department of Agriculture and Food. 

Of course, that was noted. The response continues — 
… Committee recommends the funding of RSPCA WA as part of the service agreement with the 
Department of Agriculture and Food be increased. 

That was noted and, of course, some funds have already been put up. I have already read out the funds of the 
other states. Majority recommendation 23 states — 

The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is amended to require: 
• general inspectors to report their enforcement activities annually to the CEO of Department of 

Agriculture and Food 
• the Department of Agriculture and Food incorporated data in its annual report tabled in 

Parliament. 
That was noted and will be considered as part of inspector governance framework. Majority recommendation 24 
was also noted. 
Majority recommendation 25 states — 

The Committee recommends that additional general inspectors be appointed in regional and remote 
Western Australia to meet the identified unmet need in animal welfare. 

The proposed government position is that that is supported for regional appointment, and the comments on that 
were — 

The Easton Review considered this issue and recommended that five additional general inspectors be 
appointed — 

That has already been done. The response continues — 
… to improve animal welfare outcomes in Western Australia. The Government has supported all the 
recommendations of the Easton Review and has made funding available to implement the 
recommendations. 

That was the extra $1.145 million for the five extra inspectors. Majority recommendation 26 states — 
The Committee recommends that the Minister for Agriculture and Food establish a mechanism 
involving RSPCA WA and appropriate government agencies (including, but not limited to, WA Police, 
the Mental Health Commission, the Department of Agriculture and Food, the Department of Local 
Government ...) to monitor the changes … 

That was also noted. Animal welfare is extremely important to everyone on the land and for everyone’s pets. 
I believe that these two reports will certainly go forward. I know there was a lot of apprehension when this 
inquiry was going on, but I assured the RSPCA at the time that I believed it was one of the best ways of clearing 
the air for it. I believe that has occurred. After listening to Hon Lynn MacLaren talking about it, I think a lot of 
ground has been made and this report will go forward to put in some good legislation and further develop the 
care of animals in this state. Thank you. 

Hon MARK LEWIS: I would like to also make some comments on the “Report: Select Committee into the 
operations of The Royal Society for The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Western Australia (Inc)”. But, firstly, 
I note the government’s response to the report of the select committee was tabled on 21 August. As has been 
elucidated, the majority report made 26 recommendations and 56 findings. The majority of the recommendations 
deal with matters that have been captured by the “Report on an independent review of the investment in and 
administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia”, which is more commonly known as the 
Easton review. This report was tabled in the Legislative Council on 2 December 2015, and was authored by an 
independent panel appointed by the then Minister for Agriculture and Food, Hon Ken Baston. 
The government response supports eight of the select committee’s recommendations and notes a further 16 as 
these are matters for consideration through the implementation process of the Easton review. One 
recommendation was not supported and no comment was made about another as it did not require a response 
from the government. The government recognised the importance placed on animal welfare by the community 
and is committed to ensuring that all animals are given the appropriate level of care, consistent with community 
expectations. To that end, improvements can always be made and animal welfare is no exception. 
The Easton review report made 19 recommendations, all of which were endorsed by the government, and 20 of 
the 26 recommendations by the select committee have been captured by the Easton review. It is important for us 
and the Department of Agriculture and Food to make sure that we continue to embrace the Easton review and 
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continue to roll out those recommendations. I have had discussions behind the Chair with the chair of the select 
committee and in those discussions he pointed out that a recommendation was only noted by the government. 
That recommendation was that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be amended to provide that all prosecutions are 
authorised and overseen by the CEO of the Department of Agriculture and Food or nominated representative.  
As I said, the government noted this and it will be considered as part of the review of the Animal Welfare Act 
and inspector governance. The chair of the committee also pointed out, and I concur, that it is important that the 
RSPCA make a distinction between campaign fundraising and compliance. I guess he is asking that there not be 
Chinese walls, but that there be clear blue sky between those particular functions within the RSPCA. He also 
provided me with a recent independent review of the RSPCA in Victoria, which was along similar lines. 
Recommendation 21 of that review states — 

That RSPCA Victoria, while continuing its legitimate advocacy role, discontinue its public activist 
campaigning against the existing laws of this State. 

I am not saying that that is happening in Western Australia, but the point has been made that this is an issue not 
only in Western Australia. As I said, I think the clear blue sky statement has come from a recent review in the 
United Kingdom. It is not an issue that pertains just to Victoria; obviously, there are some issues in the UK and 
around the world. I do not necessarily know that that is the case here, but I am sure that will be picked up in the 
review of the Animal Welfare Act and the inspector governance framework being developed by DAFWA as part 
of the government’s response to the Easton review. 
The government has also recognised the importance of the Easton review and has made an additional appropriation 
of $1.145 million to the Department of Agriculture and Food for 2016–17, with further funding in the out years for 
the implementation of the recommendations. DAFWA has already begun to action the recommendations of the 
Easton review and those recommendations of the select committee that are captured by the Easton review. For 
example, recommendation 25 of the select committee’s majority report recommends that additional general 
inspectors be appointed in regional and remote Western Australia to meet the identified unmet need in animal 
welfare. Like Hon Ken Baston, I concur that is a real issue, particularly in our electorate of the Mining and Pastoral 
Region, which is vast, so we could only endorse this recommendation from that perspective. The Easton review 
considered this issue and the government has made funding available to implement this recommendation, with 
general inspectors being recruited. They are likely to operate from Northam, Geraldton, Katanning, Kalgoorlie and 
Perth. The Perth function will be done by a very senior level 8 officer who has good strategic and legal capacity and 
they will be given the job of undertaking the review of the Animal Welfare Act 2002. That is underway. I think the 
advertisement for that is very close to going in the newspaper. We are already onto the job and are starting to 
implement the recommendations of the Easton review. 
The government also supports DAFWA’s continued role in the administration of the Animal Welfare Act, for 
which the department has had responsibility since July 2001. Prior to that, the act was administered by the then 
Department of Local Government. I remember in the days when the act was administered by the 
Department of Local Government, there were issues around domestic versus production stock and, as we know, the 
rest is history.  
In 2011–12, coinciding with the transfer of the administration of the act to DAFWA, the government increased 
direct grant funding to the RSPCA of WA from $250 000 to $500 000 per annum. That is in addition to the 
grants from the WA Lotteries Commission. We have resourced the RSPCA. We see animal welfare as important 
and we will continue to see animal welfare as important, because it is the expectation of the community that the 
government is very serious about it—and we are. The grants funding is for the purpose of public education and 
the promotion of responsible companion animal ownership; training of general inspectors employed by the 
RSPCA, which is always an issue not only in WA but around Australia; enforcement of the act in relation to 
companion animals; and providing a 24-hour complaint receipt and assessment service for public reports of 
animal cruelty. We are making sure that it has the resources to get on with the job and investigate and take 
seriously those complaints. The government obviously supports the work undertaken by the RSPCA and looks 
forward to working with the RSPCA and other key stakeholders to implement the recommendations of the 
Easton review and to forge improved animal welfare outcomes around Western Australia. 
I do not know whether it was a cathartic exercise, as Hon Ken Baston said, but it was an exercise that needed to 
be undertaken. Everybody needs a review from time to time, including governments. I guess that is why we have 
estimates hearings. I do not think anybody should be afraid of a review at any point, particularly if it is taken in 
a positive context and is looking for ways forward. I think that is probably what has happened with this review. 
I acknowledge that the government does not normally respond to minority reports, but this chamber has 
a legitimate role in providing this sort of inquiry. It is more strength to our arm, because it is one of our key 
functions. 
Hon DARREN WEST: I, too, would like to make a few comments on the report of the Select Committee into 
the Operations of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Western Australia (Inc). Members 
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who remember the debate about the committee being formed will know that I still hold the views that I held then. 
I am certainly a staunch supporter of the RSPCA and the work it does, and it was pleasing to hear that the 
minister pretty much has the same sentiment. The Governor is the patron of the RSPCA and the co-patrons are 
the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition. 
I said at the outset that I thought it was an unnecessary inquiry into the good work of the RSPCA and was 
seeking to slight the organisation. Members will remember that I informed the house of all the people on the 
board of that organisation, and I will not go over that level of detail again today I put it that that skill set was 
second to none in the area of animal welfare, and those people do a wonderful job. I support the government 
funding the RSPCA to the tune of $500 000 a year on top of its support from Lotterywest, which is slightly 
separate from government. It was important that I made the comment at the time that it would not have surprised 
me if the RSPCA, which has a budget of about $11 million, was of the view to tell the government what to do 
with its $500 000, given the political interference that has been exerted over the RSPCA during this inquiry. It 
ended up being much ado about nothing. It took up a lot of time, both Parliament time and committee time, but 
that is what the committee system is for. In the end, we did not really see any great outcomes. We saw a lot of 
concern from the RSPCA. It spent a lot of time and resources on this inquiry. The RSPCA saw this inquiry as 
a witch-hunt and political interference in its operations. 
I was critical at the time the inquiry was set up, and I think that that criticism has been vindicated in that the 
report has now been tabled and the government’s response has pretty much been to sit on the fence and, I think it 
is fair enough to say, snub the findings of the committee. There has been quite a lot of media about it. I will not 
go into a lot of detail about the findings and the recommendations, as they have been well aired publicly, but 
I thought it was important to put on the record that I was opposed to the inquiry all along and spoke very 
strenuously against it. I threw my support 100 per cent behind the RSPCA because I think it does an outstanding 
job upholding animal welfare. Of course, we can all have a view on exactly what is an acceptable standard of 
animal welfare, but there will always be grey areas; members of the public may feel that they put the best 
interests of their animals first, but inspectors from the RSPCA or other members of the public may have 
a different view. The trick is to get everyone together on an agreed position. I note that Hon Ken Baston 
mentioned an example from around Greenough, near Geraldton, in which a member of the public reported that 
some horses were without shade in a particularly hot part of summer and that the people who were looking after 
those horses had effectively told RSPCA inspectors that it was none of their business, and the situation escalated. 
All of us can take a lesson from that: we need to work together with not only the RSPCA but also members of 
the community to ensure that the welfare of animals is not compromised, whether the neglect is real or 
perceived. In politics, it is about perception and perhaps that example is one that, in hindsight, both sides may 
have handled differently. Perhaps that could be a lesson for everyone. 
The society was gracious about the treatment it received. It certainly felt bullied and aggrieved at the hearings 
and there was some media coverage around that at the time. The RSPCA felt it was not given a fair go at the 
hearings, but in the end the report was published with majority and minority recommendations and findings. 
That report is before us today. 
There were some good aspects to this report. I do not dismiss all of it out of hand, but, generally, the agreed view 
among the animal welfare sector is that the inquiry was perhaps done differently from the way that the welfare 
sector would have liked. It would have liked it to report on how to improve the role of the RSPCA. Although 
I note that some of the report’s findings addressed some of those issues, the view of the sector and, coming from 
some of the response on talkback radio and in the media, pretty much the view of the public was that the inquiry 
was seen as an attack on the RSPCA, whether real or perceived, and it was an attempt by the government and 
Parliament to come to a set of findings that would adversely affect the RSPCA’s good work. 

I support the RSPCA. It is a great organisation. I have been to its premises in Malaga and seen some of the great 
work it does with people who do not treat their animals well. Sadly, there will always be people who do not treat 
animals particularly well and cause their animals to suffer hardship. The RSPCA is there to ensure that the 
standard of care is lifted or that animals are removed from such people. 

In agriculture, there will always be a grey area about what is an acceptable standard of animal welfare. 
Farmers, pastoralists and other people involved in the livestock sector in the main—that is 99 per cent of the 
time—have the interests of animals and their welfare at heart because it affects their profitability if animals 
are not in the best condition and are not treated well and provided with feed and water. This makes them 
economically viable for farmers. There will always be debate about the live export trade and sheep on trucks 
travelling to the port through places such as Fremantle, and the standard of animal welfare in livestock selling 
centres. There will always be someone somewhere who should not have livestock, but who has. The RSPCA 
can point out and prosecute extreme examples of animal abuse, and I make the point again that the RSPCA 
has never prosecuted anyone who has not been found guilty. The RSPCA is there to deal with the most 
extreme examples of animal cruelty, but industry and society all have a role to play in the prevention of 
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cruelty to animals, especially those that require our care and were bred for food production as well as 
recreational pursuits. 

I am an unashamed supporter of the RSPCA and the good work it does. We all need to work with the RSPCA 
and to support it. The RSPCA Million Paws Walk is a very well attended event each year. This report has 
shone a light in some worthy corners, but it has failed to achieve its objectives. Essentially, as Shakespeare 
wrote, this report is much ado about nothing. 

Question put and passed. 
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